Guidelines for Online Module Registration


2. Enter your NUSNET UserID and Password and click Logon.

3. Click Confirmed Read and Understood after you have read the Ethical Conduct Guidelines/Plagiarism Policy.
4. Click **I have read through the priority rules and fully understand it** after you have acknowledged the Priority for Elective Modules.

5. Click **Continue** after you have verified the Verification of Student Information and please check the number of credits fulfilled towards your LL.B. degree requirement (as of AY 2016/2017).
6. Click **Continue** after you have made your declaration for Graduate Certificate in Intellectual Property Law (GCIP) and Student Exchange Programme (SEP).

7. It is important to refer to Course Listings link: [http://law.nus.edu.sg/student_matters/course_listings.html](http://law.nus.edu.sg/student_matters/course_listings.html) **Course Listings** ➔ **Elective Subjects** for details on modules to be offered before selecting your modules. Students are expected to check and ensure there are no clashes in class and/or exam timetable. In addition, students should plan their workload in the semester and note the number of assignments in each module and the weight the assignments carry and the assignment deadlines.
8. After you have planned your workload, select your elective modules by indicating in the **Check Box** and ranking them in order of your preference from 1 to 10 in the **Rank**. Then, select the **No. of law credits required this semester** [including compulsory (if any)].

Students
- requiring fewer law credits for their DDP/CDP
- intending to select non-law modules via CORS
- reading USP/UT modules
will be under-loading if their credits are within the range of 4-5MC; 8-10MC; 12-16MC and they must provide the reason.
9. Confirm your selection, print a copy for your record and click **Confirm**.